
 

  

The club held their 44th Film Festival earlier in April. As you all know, the original date 
for the Festival in 2020 had to be postponed because of the covid virus, but the club’s 
committee took the initiative to try holding it online as we all have been learning to 
adapt to operating in different ways. 

Some 85 enthusiasts registered to view the three part online event on the week-end of 
April 10-11, 2021. All three parts were available via YouTube restricted links and the 
links catered for registrants to view them at times convenient to themselves over the 
Saturday and Sunday. The final part on Sunday afternoon was available from 3.00 p.m. 
and involved the report from judges Ken and Carol Wilson of Doncaster and their 
decisions on the awards. Well over 100 hits were recorded on YouTube for each part. On 
the Sunday afternoon, a Zoom session was included with live Questions and Answers 
led by Carl with help from Rowenna. Some 50 of the enthusiasts chose to join in for this 
interesting and enjoyable live exchange. 

The Festival is a competition between invited clubs and some 14 clubs from the region 
had submitted film entries. These were divided into two sections of approximately one 
hour each. Chairman, Mike Breeze, guided viewers through each part and then led the 
live Part 3 Zoom session on the Sunday afternoon. 

Well-known Judges Ken Wilson and his wife Carol had taken up an invitation to be the 
judges and had recorded their comments and decisions for viewing over YouTube before 
going live on Zoom. This was the third time Ken and Carol had taken on this particular 
Festival role over the many years of involvement and, as usual, they did their usual 
competent job. Last year, as entrants, they had walked away with the top award of the 
Burnley Trophy for their dramatic presentation “Breaking Point”. This year they were 
tasked with picking out the best of the fourteen entries. Not an easy task, but their 
thoughtful and helpful comments on the wide-ranging subjects embraced by the entries. 
They had also prepared a written critique for each entrant to back-up what had been 
said by them on screen and this was emailed to individuals after the show. 

This year, the top award went to Bolton Moviemakers with Ian Crowther’s historical 
documentary of transformations in the Manchester area since the early 1800’s. The 
Runner-Up came from Mid-Cheshire Movie Makers with “Seconds Out” where an 
ageing and disillusioned wrestler ponders his future at the end of his final match. 
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A few years ago a new award was introduced for the “Best Use of Humour”. There were 
several entries for Ken and Carol to consider – “Alien Briefs” from David Hutchinson at 
Altrincham, “The Sample” by Richard Bray of Mercury Movie Makers and “Oklahoma – the 
remake” by Harry Nicholls of Bradford Movie Makers. It was the latter which came top of the 
pile this time – we trust that Harry successfully dismounted from his horse at the end of the 
filming! The competition had been quite keen and so two Highly Commended awards were 
made to “Haul Away Joe” by James Chalmers of Swan who covered the life of an ordinary 
sailor on a merchant sailing ship and to Howard Greenwood of the Pendle club with “Woodend 
Mining Museum” which portrayed the days when coal mining was a major industry in the 
country. 

The remaining entries, albeit unsuccessful this year, provided a varied and entertaining 
programme for viewers. Roy Turner of Bury maintained his tradition of interesting historical 
documentaries on European towns and cities (“Maastricht Manoeuvres”). Continuing the 
historical theme was Brenda McLoughlin of Ribble Valley with “A King comes to Ribble 
Valley” and James Walton of Warrington who took a look at some of the historical sites in the 
Borough of Trafford. Phil Guy of Cheadle and Gatley gave a well-structured bird presentation 
on “Red Kites”. We took a day cruise to “Lofoten Islands” with Christine and Martin Wade of 
Morecambe and were left searching “Somewhere” for the end of the rainbow with Michael 
Alley’s contribution from Southport. Burnley’s entry came from our young, relatively recent 
recruit with his well put-together interviews covering the serious subject of “Adults with 
Autism”. 

Mike Smith, in charge of organising the online activities, put in a tremendous amount of effort 
to make a success of this original event for the club and was supported by the usual organizing 
group. The response to the questionnaire, sent out immediately after the event, showed 
strongly that his efforts and those of the other club members involved in organization had 
been highly appreciated. 

Overall, a widely interesting programme with something to appeal to all viewers who, this 
time, were sat in the comfort of their home armchairs. Although it lacked the atmosphere of 
the club’s previous 43 Festivals with their social contact, banter and exchanges of experiences, 
it was highly enjoyable and helped in easing the covid restricted circumstances we have all 
had to deal with. 

 
Lights, Camera and almost ready for action 



 

It’s been two years since I made my documentary film “Adults with Autism”. I made it as part of a 
University project where I had to make a documentary and it had to be within a 10-minute timeframe 
but I got to choose whichever topic I wanted. I chose the topic of Autism in adulthood as I have Autism 
myself and I am a member of Action For ASD, a Burnley-based charity which provides support for 
children and adults in Burnley who are on the Autistic spectrum. I even chose the style of the 
documentary where the story gets told through the perspective of my interviewees instead of a narrator 
as I have seen through documentaries on Short Of The Week. I chose the title “Adults with Autism” as I 
couldn’t think of anything creative. 

I filmed my interviewees on two separate days. I filmed my male interviewees Lee and Antony on the 
first day as there was a Male Adult Group session going on. I then filmed my female interviewees 
Rachael and Julie on a different day as there was a Female Adult Group session going on and I also 
filmed b-roll footage of that session as well. However, I filmed a male adult group session on a different 
day before I even started filming the actual documentary as I was going to use the footage for an 
Infomercial promoting Action For ASD, which was another University project. 

I filmed the documentary in the charity’s previous hub of King’s Mill in Harle Syke. I suppose you could 
say I was lucky I got to film it there as a few months later, the building had to close due to the chimney 
being unsafe and we ended up having to find some new premises. We eventually found some new 
premises in the form of King Edward House on Finsley Gate but then the pandemic hit and we are still 
waiting to go inside. 

I edited the film in Adobe Premiere Pro which I could only use in College. I filmed the footage with auto 
white balance then I corrected the colour using RGB. I used music from Incompetech where I 
downloaded MP3 versions of those tracks for free. The only other sound I used is of course, the clips of 
the interviews where I used a lapel mic provided by College. However, I did not use the ambient sound 
from the b-roll footage as I did not use a microphone and the sound quality is not up to scratch. 
Unfortunately, I do not have the project file so I cannot go back and re-edit the video if I wanted to. 

As you may or may not know, it got a 4-star award at the 2020 British International Amateur Film 
Festival. And of course, it got submitted to the BFM Film Festival and it did not win an award of any 
kind but that’s alright; even I thought Angel Meadows was the clear winner. Although it is amazing 
how my film did not win an award for the Club Competition but yet my suspense sequence I made at 
University did. 

The criticism I got for my film from BIAFF and the BFM Film Festival respectively both said that the 
music was a bit loud in places and overwhelming the interviews and I could have added more cutaways. 
I do agree that I could have filmed and added some more b-roll footage to the film, mainly during the 
first half of the film as the only cutaways I used were shots of the dog that one of the interviewees 
owned. I also agree that the volume of the music should be reduced and that there should be breaks in 
the video so that the video has a bit of breathing space. I also understand that maybe I should not have 
music throughout the entirety of the film, not that there is anything wrong with having music in your 
video but again, it gives the video some breathing space. 

I suppose I probably won’t be entering anything into any films festivals or club competitions for a while 
as I try and make more films and to try and improve my filmmaking style and technique then I’ll decide 
which films I’ll enter for festivals and competitions. At least those festivals were a learning curve for me 
as it gives me the chance to reflect on judges’ criticism and see how I can improve on making films in 
the future. 

And that was how I made my documentary film “Adults with Autism” and I hope you found it 
interesting. 

 

How I Made “Adults with Autism” 
by Joseph Grice 



  

Trail Camera 
by Mark Grice 
Those who saw the AKM films would have seen the one I did showing footage from my trail 
camera. It wasn’t intended to be a serious film, as it’s merely a compilation of clips to fit an 
AKM track. I intend to make a proper film about it at some point as I’ve got loads of footage 
and a bit of experience of it now. 

I watch quite a lot of wildlife/nature films and always fancied having a trail camera but I 
expected them to be expensive. Not knowing what specs I needed, I looked on eBay for a trail 
camera. There are hundreds on there. Prices range from £20 to £120. I didn’t want to pay a lot 
for it in case it got stolen. The only specs I could decide on were that it had to be HD footage, 
fairly waterproof, no glow from the night sensor and a fast response to movement. I picked one 
about £40. Plus it uses 8 AA batteries and it needed a decent SD card which are all extra. It 
has the option of Photos, video or a combination of both. I set mine to video only and a 
duration of 15 seconds. You can set this to anytime you want. It works by motion detection so 
batteries last depending on how many times a clip is made. A tip I use is that I don’t look back 
at the footage on the camera. I take the SD card out and look at the clips on the computer. It 
saves batteries and gives you a better idea as to which clips to keep. 

You will have seen that I got some large mammals and all local to me. You may not have these 
running through your garden but it is also great for the small stuff as well. Towards the end of 
the video are two great shots of a mouse and a blue tit. For this I knocked up a bit of a wooden 
frame to support the camera and then I left it under the hedge. My goal is to get some 
Hedgehog footage. 

I dropped lucky with the quality. The daylight footage is excellent. So much so that I tried to 
buy another but they had stopped making it. I recently bought another type but I’m a bit 
disappointed with the daylight footage quality. This one is a Campark 16MP. I will use it 
where there’s a chance it might get stolen. 

Super 8 
by Frank Swift 
On 16/04/2021 18:12, Frank Swift wrote: 
Hello Ken and Carol 
 
Thank you for carrying out the Film judging for my club Burnley Film Makers Festival event 
on Zoom..Im pleased to say all seemed to go very well and some good judging results into the 
bargain.. 
As a fellow member of IAC i would like to ask your advice on old film preservation. i know 
from your days at work you were a past master of film handling etc 
Do you remember days gone by when we cleaned our super 8 movie film with a product called 
Two Twenty  (2.22 ?  well i still have many many old cine film in good condition maybe 
because years ago i did use this cleaning solution. 
Do you know of or can recommend something similar i could use before its to late to preserve 
for a bit longer. any advice would be appreciated... 
 
Thanking you in advance 
 
frank swift 



 

From: Ken Wilson <kennethwilson007@btinternet.com> 
Date: Sat, Apr 17, 2021 at 7:11 AM 
Subject: Re: Super 8 
To: Frank Swift <feswift@gmail.com> 

 
 
Hi Frank; Thanks for your e-mail. 
 
We are glad that the Burnley session went well. It was a long time coming wasn`t it? I 
did like the idea of a Zoom chat session where we can hear what the film makers had 
in mind and they explain their thought processes and ideas and so on. I think it would 
be a great follow up to any actual "live" festival. I hope that our comments and 
judgements were well received. I think they seemed to be from what I have heard. 
 
So on your Super 8 question. I can tell you what I know, but fear it may not be of much 
help. I of course made films on Super 8 from 1968 to 1995 when I turned to video. It 
wasn`t much of an advantage working in the lab as we only handled 16mm and 35mm. 
I also used 2.22 several times. One film got scratched at a film competition which was 
upsetting but I rescued it with 2.22 as most of the scratches were not visible on 
projection after treatment. But then it became impossible to find 2.22 and I heard that 
the inventor of it died without telling anyone the formula. Rather inconsiderate really! 
So as I had a tiny amount left in a tin, I took it to our chemist at the labs to see if he 
could identify what it was. He knew of a chemical called 1.1.1. and said it smelt like 
that. That would make sense as this was 2.22. So was it 1.1.1. plus something else? 
Out chemist said it could be some kind of polish like Beeswax added to 1.1.1. but 
couldn`t be sure, though in theory, that would be logical. So that was as far as this 
investigation got. 
 
For elimination of scratches at the labs with 16mm we had a wet gate printer. The 
film ran through a tank of fluid and the image on the negative was copied to printing 
stock under this liquid (Perclone used for dry cleaning clothes) which covered most 
scratches, a similar idea. 
 
So that`s all I can tell you. Does your film/s have scratches? Most of my films were 
never treated with 2.22 and the ones I have viewed looked ok. I do plan to go through 
them all at some point when I can find the free time. 
 
So hope that the above has been of some use. 
 
Kind regards; 
 
Ken 



  

How to choose music for your video 
Did you know that “Diegetic Music is an effective way of humanising your world and 
giving character to a scene or location”? No? Well neither did I, in fact I don’t really know 
what it means. If anyone can explain it, simply, it’s an item for the next Newsletter. 
This was a statement gleaned from the “online” magazine Videomaker. 

I’ve often been complimented on the choice of music used in the videos I’ve produced over 
the years and I frequently get asked “How do you choose your music”? 

It’s really a difficult question to answer. I’ve said many times that I’m not a musician, like 
Carl, I don’t know my A flat from my B sharp and I don’t know about minor and major 
keys. So really I don’t have a lot going for me. 

We’re fortunate at BFM that we have access to a very substantial AKM music library, and 
in the main that’s where all my music choices come from. 

How do I choose? Well the first thing to weigh up is what type of film is it? 
Is it a fast moving subject? Is it a slow mood movie? Is it an adventure movie? Are there 
varying moods within the production? These decisions you have to make before you start. 

Some people will do a visual edit of the whole production and then add the music after, 
when they’re happy with the visuals. 

I find that in many cases I like to sort out the music as I go along, it can affect the pace at 
which you decide to edit the film. 

So how do I select the music? Well there’s no easy way or short cuts. I look at the titles in 
the library and try and decide if a particular CD/s will be suitable. Bearing in mind most 
times the CD titles don’t necessarily point you in the right direction. 
It’s really down to patience and listening to as many tracks as necessary that A 
compliments the visuals and B matches the pace of the film. 

I have the full set of the AKM library but I can’t remember or visualise all the different 
styles. The only way is to sit down pick a few CD’s and listen until you find something that 
fits the bill. 

Don’t forget music can make or break a film and you don’t always have to have wall to 
wall music, nature can be just as effective. 

The concept of our AKM music competition was to get members into the habit of finding 
the right music for their film, not just any music. Avoid well known pieces, they will be 
copyright anyway. Use the music sparingly and whatever you do make sure the music 
ends in time with the film and I mean end not just a fade out. It’s the easiest thing in the 
world to sync the music track the film ending. 

So don’t forget our AKM library and enjoy listening. 

Keith 



 

This is to notify members that the Annual General Meeting will be held via 
Zoom on Wednesday the 12th of May 2021 starting at 7.30.pm. This will be 
the final meeting of the season and we would appreciate as many members attending 
as possible. 

The Management Committee will be meeting by Zoom on Monday the 26th of April 
when the Agenda will be discussed and circulated within the following days. 

The Treasurer’s Report and Presentation of Accounts are being sent out separately by 
email. There will be an opportunity to ask questions of the Treasurer at the AGM.  

The Report of the Secretary will be circulated to members by email together with the 
Agenda. Because the positions of Secretary and Chairman were combined this season, 
there will be no separate report. 

A proposal will be made about the membership fee and nightly subscription. 

Please note that, because of the difficult conditions under which the club is presently 
run, it is planned that the Officers and members of the Committee will be proposed 
and re-elected en-bloc. All have stated their willingness to continue on the Committee 
for another year: Mike Breeze (Secretary and Chairman see note below1), Ron 
Harrison (Treasurer), Mike Smith (Syllabus Secretary), Dave Berry, Carl Stredder, 
Keith Widdup, Rowenna Baldwin, David Crossley. It will therefore not be necessary to 
hold a vote unless the meeting decides otherwise. 

At the time of writing it is intended that normal club meetings will return to Higham 
Village Hall in September depending upon the regulations existing at the time. 
Further information on the situation at Higham Village Hall will be available during 
the AGM. For the 2021-2022 season, the Committee will continue to meet via Zoom. 

There will be opportunity during the AGM for members to discuss the following:- 

• The Annual Newsreel 
• The Burnley Film Festival 
• Incentive Scheme 
• Club Survey 
• Ideas for the 2021-2022 season 
• Any other business of which prior notice has been given. 

 

1 Mike Breeze will continue to hold the posts of Chairman and Secretary until normal meetings are 
resumed in September. Thereafter, he will continue as Secretary. Keith Widdup has agreed to Chair the 
online Committee Meetings until further notice. Mike Smith has agreed to act as Syllabus Secretary for 
the 2021-2022 season. Any member willing to offer their services should speak to one of the above 
mentioned officers. 

Annual General Meeting 



  

Members Film Gallery 2021 
Below is a list of all the films we screened this year during our Lockdown year. They are still 
on the BFM YouTube Channel in the Unlisted area (Not Visible to the general public) so forget 
Line of Duty, why not watch them all over again. Just copy and paste them into your web 
browser! 

Date Content YouTube Links 
2020   
30 September Welcome Back and Summer films https://youtu.be/dzAcWC4DB0M 

https://youtu.be/o-vFJ4opzU4 
 

21 October Non Winners Show (Part 1) 
Trentham Monkeys 
The Ratty 
The Museum 
The Band 
Sparrow Hawk 
Something New 
Martinmere 
Dalton Zoo 

 
https://youtu.be/i39Mil2myv0 
https://youtu.be/6hBILeLe1Ro 
https://youtu.be/-f25YWNcY18 
https://youtu.be/3J-1b9rsqqs 
https://youtu.be/bHDtErsudXA 
https://youtu.be/SlxysvZdGsE 
https://youtu.be/2K8fNE55r2M 
https://youtu.be/y9qUsDVq6Fw 
 

4 November Potters Bar films https://youtu.be/8KXiCVesXo8 
https://youtu.be/5Lt3NNLorrY 
 

18 November Ron’s Five Minute Film Competition 
Parts 1 and 2 

https://youtu.be/DV9TNc5Q6tQ 
https://youtu.be/KfEI8tqqR-Q 
 

2 December Neil and Ian Logsdon’s Two members 
evening 

https://youtu.be/eAEe5-lF32Q 
https://youtu.be/QyFRBYH8aTU 
 

16 December Rowenna Baldwin’s 
Evening of Films 

On Rowenna’s website at 
www.haremoonfilms.co.uk 
 

2021   
6 January Non Winners Show (Part 2) 

It’s a Cold Morning 3 
Dad’ll Fix it 
Cleethorpes and Spurn Point 
Cinema Theatre 
Christmas Greetings Saltaire 
Chirk Break 
Back on the Search 
Adults With Autism 

 
https://youtu.be/W5Fkz-Do30Y 
https://youtu.be/qloG0mfhHMM 
https://youtu.be/yojog5A0pKo 
https://youtu.be/wUtR31_FcJM 
https://youtu.be/kVYzy4EmaRE 
https://youtu.be/61aq8r03tVc 
https://youtu.be/6NCvE4LVYOY 
https://youtu.be/jnx6pmFuRGQ 
 

3 February Winners Night Films https://youtu.be/n6W4_W1-wY8 
https://youtu.be/KilbpVZYYBo 
 

17 February Frank Swift and David Hall’s Two 
Members Evening 

https://youtu.be/MtQRy5fjmEg 
https://youtu.be/PYaLkEI6_QI 
 

3 March North West Film Archive evening https://youtu.be/fAtLZT0z0s8 
https://youtu.be/eqbxLqMR_6A 
 



 

17 March Mike Smith’s Films https://youtu.be/gnDlAyU3QcU 
https://youtu.be/5i5MKWrgiQ4 
 

31 March Mike Breeze and Keith Widdup’s  films 
evening 

https://youtu.be/TcccyMGLKAQ 
https://youtu.be/uIAj4361S8I 
 

10-11 April Burnley Film Festival and Judges 
comments 

https://youtu.be/Q5WbqRyNit4 
https://youtu.be/ePdjR0A962A 
https://youtu.be/XTiflSe_vv4 
 

14 April  AKM and Five Minute Films evening https://youtu.be/6s5povIluS0 
https://youtu.be/7J8d4F-HzJs 
 

If the links are not active, just copy and paste the links into your web browser and YouTube 
should then pop up with the film of your choice. 

Mike 

 

 

The AGM 12th May meeting will be our final online meeting of the season and 
will also include a discussion on our 90th anniversary season 2021-22. 


